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Archibeque, (coordinator) Stuart Warren (Co-I), Mike Sather (PI), James Pontzer (programmer), Zach Taylor (programmer).
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SPRINT Clinical Center Networks: Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH: Jackson T Wright Jr (CCN PI), Mahboob Rahman (CCN Co-PI), Alan J Lerner (CCN MIND PI), Mahboob Rahman (CCN Co-PI), Carolyn Still (CCN Project Manager, Co-I), Alan Wiggers (Co-I), Sara Zamanian, (CCN Asst. Project Manager), Alberta Bee (former CCN Asst. Project Manager).

OHIO Network: Cleveland Clinic Foundation-Cleveland, OH: George Thomas (PI), (Co-PI), Martin Schreiber, Jr (Co-I), Sankar Dass Navaneethan (Co-I), John Hickner (Co-I), Michael Lioudis (Co-I), Michelle Lard (Co-I), Susan Marczewski (former coordinator), Jennifer Marascky (coordinator), Martha Colman (former coordinator) Andrea Aaby (coordinator), Stacey Payne (coordinator), Melanie Ramos, (coordinator), Carol Horner (former coordinator).
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Park-North Royalton, OH: Alan Wiggers (PI), Lucy Long (coordinator). **University Hospitals Suburban Health-Cleveland, OH:** Adrian Schnall (PI), Jonathan Smith (coordinator), Lori Peysha (coordinator), Lori Peysha (coordinator), Beth Bednarchik (coordinator), Lisa Leach (coordinator), Megan Tribout (coordinator). **University Hospitals Otis Moss Jr. Health Center-Cleveland, OH:** Carla Harwell (PI), Pinkie Ellington (coordinator). **SUNY Downstate Medical Center, New York:** Mary Ann Banerji (PI), Pranav Ghody (Co-I), Melissa Vahideh Rambaud (coordinator). **University of Pennsylvania-Philadelphia, PA:** Raymond Townsend (PI), Debbie Cohen (Co-I), Yonghong Huan (Co-I), Mark Duckworth (former coordinator), Virginia Ford (coordinator), Juliet Leshner (coordinator), Ann Davison (coordinator), Sarah Vander Veen (coordinator). **Temple University-Philadelphia, PA:** Crystal A Gadegbeku (PI), Avi Gillespie (Co-I), Anuradha Paranjape (Co-I), Sandra Amoroso (coordinator), Zoe Pfeffer (coordinator), Sally B. Quinn (coordinator). **Tulane University-New Orleans, LA:** Jiang He (PI), Jing Chen (Co-I), Eva Lustigova (coordinator), Erin Malone (coordinator). **Ochsner Clinic Foundation-New Orleans, LA:** Marie Krousel-Wood (PI), Richard Deichmann (Co-I), Patricia Ronney (Co-I), Susan Muery (coordinator), Donna Lee Trapani (coordinator). **CWRU CCN Publication Acknowledgements:** CWRU: This publication was made possible by the Clinical and Translational Science Collaborative of Cleveland, UL1TR000439 from the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) component of the National Institutes of Health and NIH roadmap for Medical Research. Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the NIH. OSU: The project described was supported by Award Number UL1RR025755 from the National Center for Research Resources. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National Center for Research Resources or the National Institutes of Health. U Penn: The project described was supported by the National Center for Research Resources, Grant UL1RR024134, and is now at the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences, Grant UL1TR000003. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the NIH.

**Wake Forest University Health Sciences, Winston-Salem, NC:** Michael Rocco (PI), David Goff (former Co-PI), Carlos Rodriguez (Co-I), Laura Coker (Co-I), Amret Hawfield (Co-I), Joseph Yeboah (Co-I), Lenore Crago (CCN Coordinator) John Summerson (CCN Coordinator), Anita Hege (MIND Coordinator).
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(coordinator), Amanda Civiletto (coordinator), Alyson Heath (coordinator), Amy Kantor (coordinator), Priyanka Jain (coordinator), Bethany Kirkpatrick (coordinator), Andrew Well (coordinator), Barry Yuen (coordinator). University of Colorado, Denver, Denver CO: Michel Chonchol (PI), Beverly Farmer (coordinator), Heather Farmer (coordinator), Carol Greenwald (coordinator), Mikaela Malaczewski (coordinator). University of Illinois, Chicago, Chicago IL: James Lash (PI), Anna Porter (Co-I), Ana Ricardo (Co-I), Robert T. Rosman (Co-I), Janet Cohan (coordinator), Nieves Lopez Barrera (coordinator), Daniel Meslar (coordinator), Patricia Meslar (coordinator). University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh PA: Margaret (Molly) Conroy (PI), Mark Unruh (PI), Rachel Hess (Co-PI), Manisha Jhamb (Co-I), Holly Thomas (Co-I), Pam Fazio (coordinator), Elle Klixbull (coordinator), Melissa Komlos-Weimer (coordinator), LeeAnne Mandich (coordinator), Tina Vita (coordinator). University of Texas Southwestern, Dallas TX: Robert Toto (PI), Peter Van Buren (Co-I), Julia Inrig (Co-I), Martha Cruz (coordinator), Tammy Lightfoot (coordinator), Nancy Wang (coordinator), Lori Webster (coordinator). University of Utah, Salt Lake City UT: Srinivasan Beddu (PI), Kalani Raphael (Co-I), Barry Stults (Co-I), Tahir Zaman (Co-I), Debra Simmons (Co-I), Tooran Lavasani (nurse practitioner), Rebecca Filipowicz (Sr. research analyst), Guo Wei (Sr research analyst), Gracie Mary Miller (coordinator), Jenice Harerra (coordinator), Jeff Christensen (Clinical research assistant), Ajay Giri (Clinical research assistant), Xiaorui Chen (graduate research assistant), Natalie Anderton (graduate research assistant), Arianna Jensen (undergraduate research assistant). Vanderbilt University, Nashville TN: Julia Lewis (PI), Anna Burgner (Co-I), Jamie P. Dwyer (Co-I), Gerald Schulman (Co-I), Terri Herrud (coordinator), Ewanda Leavell (coordinator), Tiffany McCray (coordinator), Edwina McNeil-Simaan (coordinator), Mumnum Poudel (coordinator), Malia Reed (coordinator), Mohammed Sika (coordinator), Delia Woods (coordinator), Janice L. Zirkenbach (coordinator). George Washington University, Washington DC: Dominic S. Raj (PI), Scott Cohen (Co-I), Samir Patel (Co-I), Manuel Velasquez (Co-I), Roshi S. Bastian (coordinator), Maria Wing (coordinator) Akshay Roy-Chaudhury (Coordinator). University of California, Davis, Sacramento CA: Thomas Depner (PI), Lorien Dalyrymple (Co-I), George Kaysen (Co-I), Susan Anderson (coordinator). Salt Lake City VA, Salt Lake City UT: Srinivasan Beddu (PI), John Nord (Co-I), Debra Simmons (Co-I), Gracie Mary Miller (coordinator), Jenice Harerra (coordinator), Ajay Giri (Clinical research assistant). Veterans Medical Research Foundation, San Diego CA: Joachim H. Ix (PI), Leonard Goldenstein (Co-PI), Cynthia M. Miracle (Co-I), Nketi Forbang (coordinator), Maja Miric (coordinator), Brenda Thomas (coordinator), Tiffany Tran (coordinator). UCLA, Los Angeles CA: Anjay Rastogi (PI), Mihae Kim (Sub-PI), Mohamad Rashid (Co-PI), Bianca Lizzaraga (coordinator), Amy Hocza (coordinator), Kristine Sarmosyan (coordinator), Jason Norris (coordinator), Tushar Sharma (coordinator), Amanda Chioy (coordinator), Eric Bernard (coordinator), Eleanore Cabrera (coordinator), Christina Lopez (coordinator), Susana Nunez (coordinator), Joseph Riad (coordinator), Suzanne Schweitzer (coordinator), Siran Sirop (coordinator), Sarah Thomas (coordinator), Lauren Wada (coordinator). Loyola University Medical Center, Chicago IL: Holly Kramer (PI), Vinod Bansal (Co-PI), Corliss E. Taylor (coordinator). University of Florida, Gainesville FL: Mark S. Segal (PI), Karen L. Hall (Co-I), Amir Kazory (Co-I), Lesa Gilbert (coordinator), Linda Owens (coordinator), Danielle Poulton (coordinator), Elaine Whidden (coordinator). University of Michigan, Ann Arbor MI: Jocelyn (Jo) Wiggins (PI), Caroline Blaum (PI), Linda Nyquist (Co-I), Lillian Min (Co-I), Tanya Gure (Co-I), Ruth Lewis (coordinator), Jennifer Mawby (coordinator), Eileen Robinson (coordinator).
University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL: Suzanne Oparil (PI), Cora E. Lewis (Co-PI), Virginia Bradley (MIND Co-I), David Calhoun (Co-I), Stephen Glasser (Co-I), Kim Jenkins (CCN Coordinator), Tom Ramsey (CCN Coordinator).

UAB Network: Athens Internal Medicine, Athens, AL: Nauman Qureshi (PI), Karen Ferguson (coordinator), Sumrah Haider (coordinator), Mandy James (coordinator), Christy Jones (coordinator), Kim Renfroe (coordinator), April Seay (coordinator), Carrie Weigart (coordinator). 

UAB - The Chronic Kidney Disease Clinic, Birmingham, AL: Denyse Thornley-Brown (PI), Dana Rizik (Co-I), Bari Cotton (coordinator), Meredith Fitz-Gerald (coordinator), Tiffany Grimes (coordinator), Carolyn Johnson (coordinator), Sara Kennedy (coordinator), Chanel Mason (coordinator), Lesa Rosato-Burson (coordinator), Robin Willingham (coordinator). 

UAB - Vascular Biology and Hypertension Clinic, Birmingham, AL: David Calhoun (PI), Eric Judd (Co-I), Tonya Breaux-Shropshire (coordinator), Felice Cook (coordinator), Julia Medina (coordinator), Lama Ghazi (coordinator), Hemal Bhatt (coordinator).

Nephrology Associates, P.C., Birmingham, AL: Denyse Thornley-Brown (PI), Dana Rizik (Co-I), John Brouillette (Co-I), Jeffrey Glaze (Co-I), Stephanie Hall (Co-I), Nancy Hiott (Co-I), Terry Willingham (Co-I), Spencer Boddy (coordinator), Catherine Mack (coordinator).

University of Tennessee Health Science Center, Memphis, TN: Karen C. Johnson (PI), Catherine Womack (Co-I), Carol Hendrix (coordinator), Karen Johnson (coordinator), Lisa Jones (coordinator), Chelsea Towers (coordinator).

Punzi Medical Center and Trinity Hypertension Research, Carrolton, TX: Henry Punzi (PI), Kathy Cassidy (coordinator), Kristin Schumacher (coordinator).

Family Care Practice, Fajardo, Puerto Rico: Carmen Iriarry (PI), Ilma Colon (coordinator).

Centro Cardiovascular de Caguas, El Verde, Caguas, Puerto Rico: Pedro Colon-Ortiz (PI), Pedro J. Colón-Hernández (Co-PI), Orlando J. Carrasquillo-Navarro (Co-I), Merari Carrasquillo (coordinator), Nivea Vazquez (coordinator).

Miguel Sosa-Padilla, Private Practice San Juan, Puerto Rico: Miguel Sosa-Padilla (PI), Alex Cintron-Pinero (Co-I), Mayra Ayala (coordinator), Olga Pacheco (coordinator), Catalina Rivera (coordinator), Irma Sotomayor-Gonzalez (coordinator).

Altamira Family Practice and Research Institute Center, San Juan, Puerto Rico: Jamie Claudio (PI), Jose Lazaro (coordinator), Migdalia Arce (coordinator), Lourdes Heres (coordinator), Melvaliz Vazquez (coordinator).

University of Massachusetts – Worchester, MA: Gerard P. Aurigemma (PI), Rebecca Taks-Smith (Co-I), Julia Andrieni (Co-I), Noelle Bodkin (coordinator), Kiran Chaudhary (coordinator), Paula Hu (coordinator).

Rutgers-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, New Brunswick, New Jersey: John Kostis (PI), Nora Cosgrove (coordinator), Denise Bankowski (coordinator), Monica Boleyn (coordinator), Laurie Casazza (coordinator), Victoria Giuresi (coordinator), Topey J. Patel (coordinator), Erin Squindo (coordinator), Yann Wu (coordinator).

University of Mississippi Medical Center CRP – Jackson, MS: Zeb Henson (PI), Marion Wofford (Co-PI), Jessica Lowery (Co-I), Deborah Minor (Co-I), Kimberley Harkins (Co-I), Alexander Auchus (Co-I), Michael Flessner (Co-I), Cathy Adair (coordinator).

Nashville Medical Group, Nashville, TN: Jordan Asher (PI), Debbie Loope (coordinator), Rita Cobb (coordinator), Reiner Venegas (coordinator).

New York Irving Pavilion Research, Columbia University, New York, NY: Thomas Bigger (Director), Natalie Bello (Co-PI), Shunichi Homma (Co-PI), Daniel Donovan (Co-PI), Carlos Lopez-Jimenez (Co-I), Amilcar Tirado (coordinator).

New York, Irving Pavilion Research Unit – CTSA Satellite, Columbia
University, New York, NY: Thomas Bigger (Director), Natalie Bello (Co-PI), Shunichi Homma (Co-PI), Asqual Getaneh (Co-PI), Rocky Tang (coordinator), Sabrina Durant (coordinator).

Clinical Cardiovascular Research Lab for the Elderly, Columbia University, New York, NY: Thomas Bigger (Director), Natalie Bello (Co-PI), Shunichi Homma (Co-PI), Mathew Maurer (Co-PI), Sergio Teruya (research scientist) Stephen Helmke (coordinator), Julissa Alvarez (research assistant).

Medical University of South Carolina Nephrology, Charleston, SC: Ruth Campbell (PI), Roberto Pisoni (Co-I), Rachel Sturdivant (Co-I), Deborah Brooks (Co-I), Caroline Counts (coordinator), Vickie Hunt (coordinator), Lori Spillers (coordinator).

Great Lakes Medical Research, Westfield, NY: Donald Brautigam (PI), Timothy Kitchen (Co-I), Timothy Gorman (Co-I), Jessica Sayers (coordinator), Sarah Button (coordinator), June Chiarot (coordinator), Rosemary Fischer (coordinator), Melissa Lyon (coordinator), Maria Resnick (coordinator), Nicole Hodges (Research Assistant) and Jennifer Ferreira (Site Manager).

Memphis Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Memphis, TN: William Cushman (PI), Barry Wall (Co-I), Linda Nichols (MIND PI), Robert Burns (MIND Consultant), Jennifer Martindale-Adams (MIND Consultant), Dan Berlowitz (Economic & HRQL Consultant), Elizabeth Clark (CCN Coordinator), Sandy Walsh (CCN Coordinator) Terry Geraci (CCN Coordinator) Carol Huff (Budget Analyst), Linda Shaw (CCN Research Assistant).

VA Network: New Mexico VA Healthcare System – Albuquerque, NM: Karen Servilla (PI), Darlene Vigil (Co-I), Terry Barrett (coordinator).

Atlanta VAMC – Atlanta GA: Mary Ellen Sweeney (PI), Rebecca Johnson (Co-I), Susan McConnell (Co-I), Khadijah Shahid Salles (Co-I), Francoise Watson (Co-I), Cheryl Schenk (coordinator), Laura Whittington (coordinator), Maxine Maher (coordinator).

VA Boston Healthcare System – Jamaica Plain, MA: Jonathan Williams (PI), Stephen Swartz (PI), Paul Conlin (Co-I), George Alexis (coordinator), Rebecca Lamkin (coordinator), Patti Underwood (coordinator), Helen Gomes (coordinator).

Peters VAMC – Bronx, NY: Clive Rosendorff (PI), Stephen Atlas (Co-I), Saadat Khan (Co-I), Waddy Gonzalez (Co-I), Samih Barcham (Co-I), Lawrence Kwon (Co-I), Matar Matar (coordinator), Anwar Adhami (coordinator).

Ralph H. Johnson VAMC – Charleston, SC: Roberto Pisoni (PI), Jan Basile (PI), Joseph John (PI), Deborah Ham (coordinator), Hadi Baig (coordinator).

Dayton VAMC – Dayton, OH: Mohammed Saklayen (PI), Jason Yap (Co-I), Helen Neff (coordinator), Carol Miller (coordinator), Ling Zheng-Phelan (coordinator).

John D. Dingell VAMC – Detroit, MI: Saib Gappy (PI), Shiva Rau (Co-I), Arathi Raman (Co-I), Vicki Berchou (coordinator), Elizabeth Jones (coordinator), Erin Olgren (coordinator), Cynthia Marbury (coordinator).

VA New Jersey Healthcare System – East Orange, NJ: Michael Yudd (PI), Sithiporn Sastrasinh (PI), Jennine Michaud (Co-I), Jessica Fiore (coordinator), Marianne Kutza (coordinator).

Malcom Randall VAMC – Gainesville, FL: Ronald Shorr (PI), Rattana Mount (Co-I), Helen Dunn (coordinator), Susan Stinson (coordinator), Jessica Hunter (coordinator).

Michael E. DeBakey VAMC – Houston, TX: Addison Taylor (PI), Jeffery Bates (Co-I), Catherine Anderson (coordinator).

G.V. (Sonny) Montgomery VAMC – Jackson, MS: Kent Kirchner (PI), Jodi Stubbs (Co-I), Ardell Hinton (Co-I), Anita Kaye (coordinator).

Kansas City VAMC – Kansas City, MO: Santosh Sharma (PI), Thomas Wiegmans (PI), Smita Mehta (coordinator).

John L. McClellan Memorial Veterans Hospital – Little Rock, AR: Michelle Krause (PI), Kate Dishongh (coordinator).

Memphis VAMC – Memphis, TN: Barry Wall (PI), Richard Childress (Co-I), William Cushman (Co-I), Geeta Gyamlani (Co-I), Atossa Niakan (Co-I), Cathy Thompson (Co-I), Janelle Moody (coordinator),
Carolyn Gresham (coordinator), **Clement J. Zablocki VAMC – Milwaukee, WI**: Jeffrey Whittle (PI), Gary Barnas (Co-I), Dawn Wolfgram, (Co-I), Heidi Cortese (coordinator), Jonette Johnson (coordinator), **Nashville VAMC/TVHS-GRECC – Nashville, TN**: Christianne Roumie (PI), Adriana Hung (Co-I), Jennifer Wharton (coordinator), Kurt Niesner (coordinator).

**VA New York Harbor Healthcare System – New York, NY**: Lois Katz (PI), Elizabeth Richardson (coordinator), George Brock (coordinator). **Northport VAMC – Northport, NY**: Joanne Holland (PI), Troy Dixon (PI), Athena Zias (PI), Christine Spiller (coordinator). **Phoenix VA Healthcare System – Phoenix, AZ**: Penelope Baker (PI), James Felicetta (PI), Shakaib Rehman (Co-I), Kelli Bingham (coordinator). **Portland VAMC – Portland, OR**: Suzanne Watnick (PI), David Cohen (PI), Jessica Weiss (Co-I), Tera Johnston (coordinator). **St. Louis VA Healthcare System – St. Louis, MO**: Stephen Giddings (PI), Hala Yamout (PI), Andrew Klein (PI), Caroline Rowe (Co-I), Kristin Vargo (coordinator), Kristi Waidmann (coordinator). **Washington, D.C. VAMC – Washington, D.C.**: Vasilios Papademetriou (PI), Jean Pierre Elkhoury (Co-I), Barbara Gregory (coordinator), Susan Amodeo (coordinator), Mary Bloom (coordinator). **West Los Angeles VA Healthcare Center /Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System – Los Angeles, CA**: Dalia Goldfarb-Waysman (PI), Richard Treger (PI), Mehran Kashefi (Co-I), Christina Huang (Co-PI), Karen Knibloe (coordinator). **Minneapolis VAMC – Minneapolis, MN**: Areef Ishani (PI), Yelena Slinin (Co-I), Christine Olney (coordinator), Jacqueline Rust (coordinator). **Audie L. Murphy Memorial Veterans Hospital – South Texas Veterans Healthcare System – San Antonio, TX**: Paolo Fanti (PI), Christopher Dyer (PI), Shweta Bansal (Co-I), Monica Dunnam (Co-I), Lih-Lan Hu (coordinator), Perla Zarate-Abbott (coordinator).